TODAY

• Grades
• Final
• Group Project Presentations

GRADES

• Grade Cutoffs
  • A : 90% (25)
  • B : 80% (72)
  • C : 70% (30)
  • D = passing : 50% (18)
  • There will be plusses and minuses, ranges divided into three.

• Bonus points on final
  • ‘bonus’ field on grades.cs
  • assign5 bonuses still to come
FINAL

• Cumulative:
  • covers everything discussed in slides, demos, videos
  • through SwiftUI basics
• Format extremely similar to Midterm2:
  • Gradescope
  • ~40% multiple choice
  • ~40% short answer
  • 20% programming
    • Short coding problem: generics
• Format extremely similar to Midterm2:
  • Gradescope
• You may skip taking the final altogether
  • for pass/fail grades only

OTHER

• Bonus points from Group Project, Projects 4,5
  • Num pts is Bonus on grades.cs. If not correct, email me.
• ADS accommodations
  • Percent is Accomo on grades.cs. If not correct, email me.
DEMOS, PART 2

• Group 10
  • Neil Coronado, Tyler Kitts, Nicholas Kim
• Group 12
  • Aviral Agarwal, Jessica Zhang
• Group 14
  • Samantha Hilbert, Anna Dong, Sharmaine Cameron
• Group 20
  • Angela Lambert, Sharon Halevi, Fatima Alvarado
• Group 21
  • Shanaya Mullan, David Anderson, Hayden Cresanti
• Group 23
  • Angela Pan
• Group 19
  • Zeping He
• Group 22
  • Justin Le